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	Name2: 
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	Phone2: 
	Address2: 
	City2: 
	State2: 
	Zip2: 
	Other Description: 
	Narrative: The National Bighorn Sheep Center’s (NBSC) Board of Directors, recently joined by our newest director, Steve Kilpatrick, joined forces April 17th to set the strategic vision for the organization. New executive director, Sara Bridge, presented two areas she sees the Center growing: into its National title and to include all wild sheep in our programs. Through the Board's agreement and enthusiasm, the Center now holds a slightly modified mission to emphasize this direction:To provide education and outreach for the national conservation of wild sheep, wildlife, and wild lands. Today, we request the WY-WSF’s assistance in this journey.This project is needed to allow NBSC to establish itself as the known and well-received education/outreach arm of WY-WSF. With this recognition, we will engage the public in bighorn conservation efforts, gaining new supporters.Immensely grateful for the nearly $70,000 received in funds from the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation since 2018, NBSC has developed a strong infrastructure and competent staff dedicated to our mission. We are now ready to be a louder voice to share the boots-on-the-ground work of WY-WSF and our chapters and affiliates across North America.  Funds from the WY-WSF will support • “Listening Tours” conducted by NSBC staff/board• Visiting each chapter/affiliate and build the start of solid relationships across the nation.• Required overhead for these tours e.g., travel and lodging expenses (where appropriate)• The development of content and curriculum to market our organization and WY-WSF projects• Follow-up educational programs to share what we learned and feature chapters/affiliatesSince the change in leadership late 2020, the National Bighorn Sheep Center has made strengthening our partnerships a priority of our programs. We aim to highlight projects of researchers, scientists, and sheep experts in the field. Since January we have already reached over 2,200 individuals. Our outreach typically generates more funding. For example, we hosted youth activities at the Bowhunters of Wyoming Expo in Sheridan in March. We met another sportsman devoted to instilling conservation values in youth, who donated over $1,000 worth of trail cameras and outdoor gear for us to raffle during our Annual Bighorn Bash and give to Camp Bighorn attendees as tokens for their attendance. Therefore, we anticipate a grant from the WY-WSF foundation to have a multiplier effect. We have already begun to expand our traditional programming focused on the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn herd and its persistent decline. For example, we hosted a screening of Denizens of the Steep, a short film focused on the impacts of skiing and snowmobiling on the Teton Bighorn Herd. We were joined by experts: we asked Katie Cheesbrough to speak about projects WY-WSF is funding to address threats to wild sheep, Steve Kilpatrick who helped form the Teton Bighorn Working Group in the 1990s, and Zach Montes, the director of the film. In recent Annual Meetings, we were surprised to learn the extent of the opportunity to educate the public about all of the research that has already been conducted around wild sheep issues and the leading research organizations. Through our listening tours, we will collect additional research topics and findings and bring them back to Dubois and Wyoming. We have the museum, facilities, and staff to support this level of type of outreach. We need the initial funding to support these initial connections to build relationships that will continue to grow.As an example of where we have recently developed new partnerships and programs, is our collaboration with the Jackson Hole Land Trust. What began as an informal "happy hour" virtual session has now evolved to a campaign to promote conservation easements in bighorn habitat. During the virtual happy hour, NBSC Executive Director and WY-WSF Executive Director presented an overview of the Whiskey Mountain Herd and the boots-on-the-ground projects to protect bighorn habitat in this area--over 65 joined. Land Trust staff shared the history of conservation easements in this area and the way they help protect the habitat of bighorns and other wild life. Due to its wild success by way of attendance and participation in discussion, we are hosting part two. We will be taking individuals to visit an actual easement property. July 26th, the NSBC and Jackson Hole Landtrust will partner to conduct a tour of an easement West of the town of Dubois. Supporters of the Center and friends to the bighorns, these property owners were the first to include in their easement a prohibition against any future domestic grazing on this land. We have invited local landowners that have the ability to place easements on their properties. We are thrilled to be joined by Ms. Pam Buline, Senator Barraso's, aid. Our already existing educational programs continue to be a success; after just three months of opening registration for our Camp Bighorn Day Camp, we have already reached max capacity. Over 14 generous donors have provided funds to sponsor a child's tuition. We are confident in our current programming and that we have the staff in place to launch the next phase: connecting wild sheep partners across the nation, sharing and socializing all the work that underway to promote conservation and individuals' connection to this iconic species. 
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	Title: Expanding into a National Resource for all Wild Sheep Chapters and Affiliates
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	Text14: We are thrilled and honored to have former WY-WSF Executive Director, Steve Kilpatrick on our board. We are eager to work under his guidance to build connections with the National Wild Sheep Foundation and our chapters and affiliates. Updates regarding our programs can be found online at www.bighorn.org
	Text15: As a final product, we would like to develop a catalog to detail the chapters and affiliates that we have met. We would highlight the herds in each area. Additionally we would document recent research and projects taking place in reach region. We would also discuss and document key issues and concerns for each chapter/affiliate alongside potential ways that the National Bighorn Sheep Center can be a resource for each. 
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